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Neil Girrard <neilgirrard@gmail.com>

Re: Thank you for contacting my office
1 message

Neil Girrard <neilgirrard@gmail.com> Fri, Nov 1, 2019 at 12:00 PM
To: "Rep. Xochitl Torres Small" <RepXochitlTorresSmall@mail.house.gov>

Representative Small.
 
So far this is the only statement I’ve seen from you. If you have anything further, please send it to me.
 
You stated.
>I came to Congress to address the challenges facing southern New Mexicans – out of control drug prices,
health care accessibility, a crumbling infrastructure, and a broken border security and immigration system.  I
remain focused every day on tackling those challenges with bipartisan solutions.  To do that work, I must
also constantly act to support and defend the Constitution.  Today’s vote does just that by laying out a
transparent, bipartisan process focused on finding the facts and determining the truth.
 
Yesterday’s vote (232 to 196) is not bipartisan – it is patently partisan right down the line. You claim to know
what bipartisan is. Your statement shows you do not. Zero Republicans voted for this farce. 2 Democrats
voted against it. Secret meetings in the basement are not transparent and this partisan witchhunt against
President Trump is not Constitutional by any stretch.
 
Why won’t Schiff release all the transcripts?  What is he hiding?  The rules you Dems (and no Reps)
approved are written (no lawyers for POTUS until in the Juidiciary committee, etc) are only good for
constructing a false narrative and for providing optics for media propaganda, not for producing justice.
 
Here are some real sources of news:
 
Top GOP lawmakers speak after House passes impeachment inquiry resolution.
Don’t expect to see this on Lame Stream Media FAKE NEWS!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I6B0NzrSDs8
 
The Whistleblower Exposed. Mr Reagan explores the identity, background, actions and connections of Eric
Ciaramella. Dems’ loyalty to the DNC outweighs their loyalty to America. Not only disturbing, dangerous.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3W96Uym1lPk
 
Mr Reagan Reads the Trump Transcript.  Does this conversation make a strong foundation for an
impeachment inquiry? You’ll need to decide for yourself. #ReadTheTranscript
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bMYFZEJwEcE
 
As for your other points, you could have lower prescription drug prices today but Speaker Pelosi won’t bring
those bills to the floor because she’s infatuated with impeachment. Don’t blame Trump!  It’s your Do
Nothing Dem hive collective that won’t get to work.  USMCA!  Oh right, you Dems aren’t interested in that
because too many make good money off of what’s wrong with NAFTA.  You Dems have written more
subpoenas than laws.
 
Health care accessibility?  ACA was broken before it was put in place and everyone knows it.  It needs
replaced and it will take real bipartisan effort (not the kind displayed yesterday) to fix it.
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I6B0NzrSDs8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3W96Uym1lPk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bMYFZEJwEcE
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Infrastructure?  Again Pelosi and Schumer are to blame for that deal falling apart.  Trump had a couple
trillion dollars on the table but you Dems weren’t interested.
 
Border security?  Trump is getting the wall up IN SPITE OF your opposition.  Open borders means human
and drug trafficking, especially child trafficking.  Children – when they’re parted out or sold for sex slavery,
are worth more dead than alive.  Your party is the party of DEATH!
 
You are just another delusional Xocialist on your way out. And to help you on your way, I join my voice to
those calling for YOUR impeachment! Goodbye!
 
I am committed to working and gaining as many others as possible to help remove you from office as soon
as is possible.  Count on it.  #NMRed2020
 
Sincerely,
 
Neil Girrard
 


